ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

KNOWLEDGE

I. Choose the correct answer from the brackets. 5
1. Our body has _______ bones. (602, 206)
2. Never skip our ____________. (lunch, breakfast)
3. ________________ houses are strong and made of bricks and cement. (Kuchcha houses, Pucca houses)
4. ___________ covers the bones and the muscles in our body. (Skin, Hair)
5. Fruits and vegetables keep us _________________. (grow, healthy)

II. Fill in the blanks. 5
1. Long ago people lived in _________________.
2. Huts are mostly found in _________________.
3. Diet which contain all nutrients in right amount is called _________________.
4. The stomach helps us to _________________ food.
5. ________________ houses are made of mud and straw.

UNDERSTANDING

III. Match the following. 4
1. huts can be folded and easily carried anywhere
2. stilt houses villages
3. tents floating houses
4. house boats places where it rain heavily

IV. Write true or false. 6
1. Eat stale food. __________________
2. Have your meals at a fixed time every day. ________________
3. Food makes us strong and healthy. ________________
4. We can see our brain. ________________
5. The stomach looks like a bag. ________________
6. Our body works like a machine. ________________

V. Circle the odd one 4
1. caravan, tent, houseboat, bus
2. carrot, cucumber, meat, cabbage
3. brain, heart, leg, lungs
4. snow, ice, bamboo, igloo

VI. Tick (✓) the healthy food habits. 2
1. Drinking water from the garden taps. ________________
2. Do not waste food. ________________

VII. Write the following words in correct columns. 3
(milk, butter, tomato, eggs, rice, mango, pulses, cauliflower, sugar)

They give us energy They help us to grow They keep us healthy
_______________ _______________ _______________
_______________ _______________ _______________
_______________ _______________ _______________

VIII. Answer the following. 6
1. How can we make our bones and muscles strong?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Why should we eat food?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. In places where it rains a lot, people make houses with sloping roofs. Why?

APPLICATION

IX. From the brackets select the names of some external organs.
(heart, legs, stomach, hands, lungs, fingers)

X. How does a doctor help us?

SKILL

XI. Find the answers for the following questions from the grid.

1. A doctor uses this to listen heart beat ________________.
2. The hard thing that you feel inside your finger ________________.
3. When we are hungry we eat ________________.
4. House on wheels ________________.
5. Tents are made of ________________.
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

XII. Match the following.  

1. architect  language  
2. optician  design buildings  
3. chef  make and sell glasses  
4. Konkani  measure body temperature  
5. thermometer  cook food in a restaurant